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Perceiving dynamic movie scenes and natural environments 
 
Benjamin W. Tatler, Yoriko Hirose & Alan Kennedy 
 
University of Dundee, Dundee, UK 
 
b.w.tatler@dundee.ac.uk 
 
The role played by film and video is enormous, as a source of narrative, a means of persuasion, and as simple 
entertainment. Movies offer clear advantages over static images as experimental surrogates for real world 
viewing conditions because they capture the dynamics of natural environments. They also have the advantage of 
allowing for the necessary degree of control demanded by psychological experimentation. Recent models of eye 
movement behaviour have been derived from video-based studies and show good explanatory abilities. However, 
stimulus changes occur in film (indeed, they are ubiquitous) that could never occur in the real world: an editorial 
cut can transport the viewer instantaneously to a new location in the scene. In this talk we review evidence 
from our lab and others about the oculomotor and memorial consequences of editorial cuts. Both eye movement 
behaviour and explicit object memory show that viewpoint changes selectively impair spatial understanding of 
the objects in the background of the movie. Editorial cuts therefore present specific challenges for our spatial 
understanding of scenes, which may not be present in natural settings. We discuss the implications of these 
findings with regard to the similarities and differences between movie perception and perception in natural 
settings. 
 
This work was funded by the Leverhulme Trust (Refs: F/00 143/O and F/00 143/J) and by the ESRC (Ref: RES 
000 22 2585).  
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Where does one attend when viewing dynamic scenes? Unlike static scenes, the inclusion of transients such as 
motion and the flow of information in a dynamic scene may result in a greater exogenous control of attention 
but also necessitate moment-by-moment endogenous guidance in order to filter out irrelevant visual events. 
These factors were investigated in a series of studies recording the eye movements of participants whilst they 
watched a range of composed (e.g. TV and film) and naturalistic dynamic scenes under different viewing tasks. 
The best low-level predictor of gaze allocation during free-viewing of dynamic scenes is motion and motion 
contrast predicts the degree of clustering of gaze across multiple viewers. However, this bias towards motion 
can be overridden by viewing tasks that prioritise static features such as background, e.g. recognise the 
location. Gaze behaviour whilst free-viewing dynamic scenes depicting people engaged in recognisable events 
(e.g. doing the laundry) suggest that attention to motion may not be evidence of exogenous capture but rather a 
moment-by-moment interaction between motion, the semantic structure of naturalistic events and higher-order 
factors such as familiarity, memory and expectation. 
 
The data presented was gathered during projects funded by the Leverhulme Trust (Ref F/00-158/BZ) and the 
ESRC (RES-062-23-1092).  
 
